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Not all of us will celebrate Easter and share these habits, though, but for those who celebrate it,
I wish a happy Easter weekend!

And let me use this to say thanks for all feedback and comments.

Looking into my logfiles, xoopsfactory has become more popular than expected. Most visitors
are xoopser, of course, but more and more come from searchengines with other keys. Starting
Xoopsfactory in 2003 it was more a playground for xoops and css exercises, no real content
though. Opening the XOOPS Site of the month contest in august last year it was the first real
goal of xoopsfactory. I'm a theme dabbler not a content writer, of course.

Especially the blog of xoopsfactory is loved by google and should be a good place to introduce
your sites and news about your sites. Checking my backlinks there are some of them and still
growing. If you are looking for a backlink from PR0 to PR7 depending on Google’s mood, the
weather or somewhat else (haha) you can use our link area or introduce your website in our
weBlog which should be as good as that.

What I did learned in the past month was, that a website needs patience, patience, patience
and continous work on it. It's a bit like a domestic animal, which wants to be feeded.

Please take the time to browse through the nominations of the "xoops site of the month contest"
and submit a voting for your favourite site for this month.

Happy Easter weekend and happy xoopsing.
Michael
from xoopsfactory

http://xoopsfactory.com
http://xoopsfactory.com/blog
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